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PUBLICATIONS

I. General
New Doctoral Dissertations on China and on Inner Asia to be Published
With the assistance of a generous, one-year (1992/93) research grant from the Chiang
Ching-kuo Foundation for International Scholarly Exchange, Frank Joseph Shulman is
currently completing for publication through Greenwood Press a comprehensive, selectively
annotated, reference work entitled Doctoral Dissertations on China and on Inner Asia, 19761990: A Bibliography of Studies in Western Languages. This massive volume, in preparation
since the early 1980s, will be an interdisciplinary, classified, and indexed guide to
approximately 9,000 dissertations dealing in whole or in part with China, Hong Kong,
Mongolia, Taiwan, Tibet, and the numerous overseas Chinese communities accepted by
educational institutions in thirty-five countries around the world. Detailed bibliographical
information is being provided for each dissertation entry, including citations to published
abstracts, information about the availability of the theses, translations of foreign-language
titles, and full bibliographical particulars about directly related monographs written by the
dissertation authors. The indexes by author, by degree-awarding institution, and by subject
will complement the classification scheme in providing multiple approaches for identifying
individual dissertations, while the arrangement of the dissertations within each section and
subsection of the bibliography by their calendar year of completion will enable readers to
discern trends in many areas of doctoral research. This definitive reference work will
complement as well as update the author's two previously published bibliographies about
China covering dissertations written during the periods 1945-1970 and 1971-1975
respectively. The publication of this volume, as a title in Greenwood Press's series
Bibliographies and Indexes in Asian Studies, is tentatively scheduled for publication in spring
1994.
(Frank Joseph Shulman)

Authors Sought for East Asia Area Bibliography
Jon Woronoff, series editor for the Scarecrow Area Bibliography Series, is looking for
candidates to author an East Asian Area Bibliography to appear in connection with the
series of Asian Historical Dictionaries. The area to be covered in this bibliography would
basically be China, Taiwan, Japan, and the two Koreas. Interested authors should have
some background in one or more of these countries.
Mr. Woronoff can provide further information on contents, royalties, etc.
reached at the following address.
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He can be

Jon Woronoff
Lotissement Moens Village
765, Route des Alpes
01280 PreVessin-Moens
FRANCE
Tel. (33) 50.40.10.91
Fax. (33) 50.40.10.65
(Edward Martinique)

Guide to the Photographic Collections at the Smithsonian Institution. Volume 3: The CooperHewitt Museum, the Freer Gallery of Art, the Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden,
the National Portrait Gallery, the Sackler Gallery of Art, and the Office of Horticulture.
By Diane Vogt O'Connor. Washington and London: Smithsonian Institution Press,
1992. xii, 342 pages. $49.95 (paper). ISBN: 1-56098-188-1
Prepared by an audiovisual archivist for the Smithsonian Institution Archives, this
impressive guide comprehensively surveys more than 3.5 million photographs
(including photoprints, slides, photonegatives, and phototransparencies) of African,
American, Asian, and European art and culture found within the Smithsonian's seven
art museums. Of particular interest for East Asian studies are the holdings of
approximately 210,900 images available at the Freer Gallery of Art and Arthur M.
Sackler Gallery Archives that are the focus of pages 140-92. They document Asian
architecture, calligraphy, ceramics, graphic prints, paintings, and sculptures and deal
with such subject areas as Chinese archaeology, Indian folk art, Buddhist temples,
and daily life in China and Japan during the first half of the twentieth century. For
each of the fifty-seven photographic collections surveyed - among them the Carl
Whiting Bishop Papers, the Freer Gallery of Art Lantern Slide Collection, the Miao
Manuscript Photographs, the John A. Pope Papers, and the Kaiho Yusho Photograph
Collection - O'Connor indicates the inclusive dates of the photographs, discusses the
origins of the collection, provides a concise physical description of its holdings,
broadly summarizes the major subject and geographic areas covered, briefly notes the
collection's arrangement, indicates the availability of captions and finding aids, and
lists any special restrictions that limit access to, or use of, a particular collection.
She also briefly describes (on pages 248-50) the two collections within the Photo
graphy Laboratory of the Arthur M. Sackler Gallery that document the Gallery's
accessioned and unaccessioned holdings.
Concluding the volume, together with a selection of photographs, are three detailed
indexes by: (a) the names of the individuals and the groups who produced or
assembled the images within the various photographic collections, (b) the formats of
the photographs, their processes and their techniques, and (c) the subjects of the
photographs. In the light of the considerable research value that photographs have
for studying not only art but also anthropology, archaeology, and cultural history and,
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in view of the considerable care involved in its preparation, this reference work
should be acquired by all research libraries throughout North America and be
brought by East Asian librarians to the attention of many of the students and
scholars with whom they regularly interact.
(Frank Joseph Shulman)
August Pfizmaier (1808-1887) und seine Bedeutung fur die Ostasienwissenschaften.
Edited by Otto Ladstatter and Sepp Linhart. Wien: Verlag der Osterreichischen
Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1990. 273 pages. ISBN: 3-7001-1777-9.
This book contains a collection of papers presented at the symposium, "August
Pfizmaier and His Significance for East Asian Studies," which took place in Vienna
May 18-20, 1987 under the auspices of the Austrian Academy of Sciences. The
authors, except one from the United States, are scholars associated with either
Austrian or German universities.
The book begins with a foreword by the two editors and ends with a list of all the
contributors with their affiliations. It has some illustrations but provides no index.
Bibliographical references appear mostly in the footnotes, except for some at the end
of individual articles. Pinyin is the system of choice for Chinese romanization in
most articles, while the Chinese characters themselves, in general, are not supplied.
There is no aggregate list citing Pfizmaier's complete works.
The main body of the book is divided into five chapters consisting of fourteen papers.
The first chapter of four papers provides current as well as historical background for
sinology and Japanology in Europe. Chapter two, represented by a single paper,
renders a biographical sketch of Pfizmaier. Chapter three (three papers) and chapter
four (four papers) treats of him as sinologist and Japanologist respectively. Finally,
two papers make up the last chapter: one focuses on his Ainu studies and the other
on his Turkish studies.
In a sense, this is a book about the belated recognition of a dedicated and versatile
scholar who was able to accomplish much under the circumstances of a poor research
environment. This is also a book about the need to restore the broader perspective,
which was once embodied in the works of, among others, this pioneering scholar of
nineteenth-century Austria but is almost lost today due to the ever-increasing
specialization of East Asian studies in our time.
(Calvin Hsu)
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II. China
'The use of PRECIS in indexing Chinese documents: An experimental study." By Li-Kuei
Hsueh. Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Technology, Loughborough, United
Kingdom, 1990. 345 pages. Copies are available through the British Library
Document Supply Centre, Boston Spa, Wetherby, West Yorkshire LS23 7BQ, United
Kingdom, accession no. DX97681.
The main factors which prompted the present study were: (1) PRECIS has a
linguistic universal feature for computerized subject indexing, (2) the largest Chinese
bibliography and index published by the National Central Library of Taiwan still lack
subject indexes, (3) both mainland China and Taiwan have created their bibliographic
databases based on UNIMARC, and (4) the field 670 of the UNIMARC is reserved
for PRECIS.
This study has aimed to experiment with PRECIS for indexing Chinese documents,
generate Chinese subject indexes using PRECIS, and suggest the use of PRECIS in
on-line retrieval in Chinese bibliographic databases. The last objective is an
assumption which was based on the achievement of the first objective.
An experimental approach has been used in this study. It consisted of two stages:
the pilot and the main experiments. Experiments with a sample of 498 Chinese
strings were randomly chosen mostly from one issue of the Index to Chinese Periodical
Literature. Using this sample, a comprehensive test of all of the PRECIS'S role
operators was carried out. Software employed in the experiment included the
PRECIS English version programs, the ETien Chinese Computer System, the BIG-5
Chinese Internal Code of 13,053 Chinese characters, and a word processor
(GALAXY). Both the pilot and main experiments were carried out on a micro
computer following several stages, i.e. (1) analysis of subject statements; (2) coding;
(3) input, computer processing, and output; (4) analysis of the output based on
Chinese syntactic rules; (5) modifications of role operators and the accompanying
programs; (6) comparison of the findings of the present and previous research; and
(7) demonstration of Chinese index manipulation.
Eighteen problem areas were found during the experiment that were grouped into
eight categories. These were (1) connective codes, (2) coordinate concepts, (3)
agents of transitive actions, (4) role definers, (5) two-way interaction, (6) authorattributed associations, (7) following differences, and (8) typography. These
problems resulted mainly from the syntactic differences between English and
Chinese. To overcome these problems, modifications of and additions to the existing
role operators and the accompanying programs were suggested.
The comparison of the present and previous research revealed that the present study
discovered more problem areas and suggested more efficient and effective solutions.
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Finally, the whole procedure of manipulating Chinese documents was demonstrated,
and Chinese subject index entries were produced successfully. The recommendations
are also made for the future use and research of PRECIS.
(Dissertation Abstracts International 53, no. 9 (March 1993): 3027-A; sent in by Frank
Joseph Shulman.)

A manual of transcription systems for Chinese. By Ching-song Gene Hsiao. New Haven, CT:
Far Eastern Publications, Yale University, 1985. ii, 118 pages. US$5.95. ISBN: 088710-141-0.
Dr. Gene Hsiao compiled this set of comparative tables for those of us who, while
familiar with one or two of the transcription systems used for romanizing Chinese
vernacular characters, need a ready reference to guide us from the systems we know
to those with which we are less familiar but find ourselves confronted with. His
introduction is a very helpful and thorough explanation of the transcription systems
for which he provides the comparative tables: the Wade-Giles system, the pinyin
system, the "Yale" system, the Gwoyeu Romatzyh system, and the Chu-yin Fu-hao
system.
The major portion of the book is taken up with the comparative tables themselves.
The Gwoyeu Romatzyh system has four columns, one for each tone in Mandarin.
There is also a column, the rightmost on each page, that presents a Chinese
character for each sound representation. Each of the five systems displayed offer a
full list of the sound representations.
Dr. Hsiao originally created these tables to train his library assistants to be able to
use the many catalogs and files kept in a library's technical services department. But
the tables are also of great use to researchers using the many library resources that
employ these different sound systems.
(Edward Martinique)

II Japan
r

"Bibliography of Edward Seidensticker." Compiled and edited by Aileen Gatten and Frank
Joseph Shulman. In New Leaves: Studies and Translations of Japanese Literature in
Honor of Edward Seidensticker, edited by Aileen Gatten and Anthony Hood
Chambers, pp. 253-67. Ann Arbor: Center for Japanese Studies, University of
Michigan, 1993.
Edward Seidensticker (1921- ), the author of Low City, High City: Tokyo from Edo
to the Earthquake and Kafu the Scribbler as well as the translator of such major works
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as The Tale of Genji and Nobel laureate Kawabata Yasunari's Snow Country and
Thousand Cranes, has been a prolific writer and pioneer in the study of Japanese
literature in the West. This extensive bibliography of Seidensticker's writings in
English — eight books of his own creation, sixteen book-length translations and many
shorter translations, and over one hundred articles and essays — constitutes the
concluding chapter of a festschrift focusing on Japanese literature from the eleventh
century to the 1980s prepared by fourteen of his former students.
(Frank Joseph Shulman)

"Understanding Japanese Information Processing." By Ken Lunde. Sebastopol, CA:
O'Reilly and Associates, Inc., 1993 (Summer/Fall estimated). US$29.95 (estimated).
There are many complex issues surrounding the use of the Japanese language in
computing. Unlike English, which has twenty-six letters in a single alphabet,
Japanese has thousands of characters in three scripts, the issues around handling
such an unwieldy collection of data are formidable and complex. Up to now,
researching and understanding the relevant issues has been a difficult, if not
unattainable, task, especially to a person who does not read or speak Japanese.
"Understanding Japanese Information Processing" is a book that provides detailed
information on all aspects of handling Japanese text on computer systems. It tries
to bring all of the relevant information together in a single book. It covers
everything from the origins of modern-day Japanese to the latest information on
specific emerging computer encoding standards.
A sampling of the topics covered includes:
The Japanese writing system
Japanese character set standards
Japanese encoding methods
Japanese input
Japanese output
Japanese code conversion techniques
Japanese code and text processing tools
Japanese E-mail
In addition there are over fifteen appendices which provide additional reference
material, such as a code conversion table, character set tables, mapping tables, an
extensive list of software sources, a glossary, and much more.
Ken Lunde is the Project Manager for Japanese Font Production at Adobe Systems,
Inc., a leading manufacturer of computer-based font technologies. The author also
created and maintains an on-line document entitled JAPAN.INF, which has become
an invaluable resource for people trying to understand the issues involved in dealing
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with Japanese text. The book expands on the topics covered in JAPAN.INF and
contains a rich complement of figures, tables, and lists unavailable in the on-line
document.
Both O'Reilly & Associates and the author are excited about the publication of this
book because it fills a large void for information about the Japanese language for
English-language readers. This book is able to both describe the Japanese language
generally and cover very detailed specifics about implementing the language on
computers. Even a person with only a casual interest in languages will find the book
engaging. A programmer interested in writing a computer program which will handle
the Japanese language will find the book indispensable.
For more information on this book, contact:
O'Reilly & Associates, Inc.
103 Morris Street, Suite A
Sebastopol, CA 95472 USA
(800) 998-9938
(707) 829-0515
Fax: (707) 829-0104
UUCP: uunet!ora!nuts
Internet: nuts@ora.com
(Electronic mail message received at CEAL Bulletin May 12, 1993.)

Notice from the Publisher:
Copies of back issues of the CEAL Bulletin up to No. 87 are hereby
offered free of charge to current subscribers who want to fill out
their holdings. This offer is made on a first come, first served
basis with only one copy of each issue to a subscriber. The following
issues are available:
(number of remaining copies in parentheses)
No. 62 (1), 65 (1), 68 (14), 69 (5), 72 (1), 73 (1), 74 (5), 75 (10),
76 (8), 79 (14), 80 (1), 81 (146), 82 (45), 83 (56), 84 (59), 85 (72)
86 (90), 87 (53)
No copies of No. 88 and No. 89 remain. Limited numbers of No. 90 present are available for purchase at the same rate as a current
subscription.

—
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M. Donovan

